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Do you love to prepare different variations of popcorns? These Popcorn Recipes are here for

your satisfaction. Everyone can enjoy the different flavors of popcorn, as soon as they open

this cookbook. There are so many options, so you can choose the one for you. Make sure that

you try them all, as they offer a distinctive and unique taste.A bowl of popcorn is excellent, no

matter the occasion. From casual movie night to a gathering with friends, you will be able to

make different popcorn. Be sure that everyone will love them!Want to offer a different snack to

your friends and family? Grab your copy of the Popcorn Cookbook now and get started!
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Recipes HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH Recipe 1: Peanut Butter

PopcornTop this bowl of nutty popcorn with a few M&Ms and your kids will be at your every

command for days!Yield: 4 to 6Preparation Time: 25 minutesIngredient List:1 ½ cups popcorn

kernels4 tbsp. vegetable oil¼ cup honey¼ cup corn syrup½ cup peanut butter½ tsp. vanilla

extractHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHInstructions:1. Combine the

popcorn kernels with the oil in a large pot and cook it on medium flame until all the kernels are

popped. Remove from heat and transfer into a bowl. Set aside.2. Combine the honey, corn

syrup, peanut butter and vanilla in a small saucepan and melt them together over low heat.3.

Pour this mixture over the popcorn and toss around to evenly coat it.4. Serve the popcorn right

away.Recipe 2: Cinnamon Chipotle PopcornThis delicious recipe uses the natural

sweetness of cinnamon to lightly calm and complement the spiciness of the Chipotle to create

a tasty sweet and spicy mix.Yield: 2 to 4Preparation Time: 25 minutesIngredient List:½ cup

popcorn kernels3 tbsp. canola oil1 tbsp. butter1 tbsp. Chipotle sauce½ tbsp. cinnamon1 tsp.

saltHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHInstructions:1. Combine the

popcorn with the oil and salt in a large saucepan.2. Cook on medium flame until all the kernels

are popped.3. Transfer into a bowl and add the Chipotle, tossing well to evenly coat it.4. Serve

it right away.Recipe 3: Almond Chocolate PopcornHere we have a sweet almond crunch

that will intrigue you with every bite.Yield: 4 to 6Preparation Time: 30 minutes
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are popped.3. Transfer into a bowl and add the Chipotle, tossing well to evenly coat it.4. Serve

it right away.Recipe 3: Almond Chocolate PopcornHere we have a sweet almond crunch

that will intrigue you with every bite.Yield: 4 to 6Preparation Time: 30 minutesIngredient List:8

cups popped popcorn1 cup sliced almonds1 cup white chocolate chips, melted1 cup dark

chocolate chips, melted½ tsp.

saltHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHInstructions:1. Combine the

popcorn with the almonds and salt.2. Spread the popcorn over a baking sheet lined with

parchment paper then drizzle with the melted chocolate, creating a marbling effect with the

white and dark chocolate.3. Freeze 10 minutes to set the chocolate then serve.Recipe 4:

Buttery Sweet Popcorn
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Ebook Tops Reader, “Make your own popcorn flavors at home. Love this book. Was always

buying popcorn flavors at the store, niw i can make my own at home.”

The book by Larry Edwards has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 19 people have provided feedback.
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